Five Exotic Fantasies (Love in Reverse)

Her head reminds her hes not for keeps.
Her heart isnt listening. Love in Reverse,
Book 3Between caring for her disabled
mother and taking over as McAllister Dell
law firms office manager, Coco Stark has
zero room for one more thing on her
precariously balanced plate. Enter one
more thing, a hotshot lawyer whos
defending one of the partners in a sexual
harassment case. Coco has her own reasons
to hope the partner is found guiltyreasons
she doesnt want Mr. Hotshot Fancy Pants
to find out. The moment Felix Wilkinson
sets foot in his clients office, the 1950s
vibe grates on his idealistic, modern
sensibilities. Only the strict, sexy Miss
Stark captures his attention, and hes
determined to free the wild woman trapped
inside her buttoned-down persona. In spite
of herself, Coco is captivated by Felixs
killer combination of sensual and smart,
finally free to explore the exotic fantasies
that freaked out her ex. But when Felix
inevitably discovers the truth, she has
trouble reminding herself that he was never
for keeps. And Felix must choose to follow
his head, or listen to his heart. Warning:
Contains wandering hands, mind-blowing
kisses, a bit of bondage, and sexual
fantasies that run the gamut from Hawaiian
beach to Siberian igloo.
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post-apocalyptic world, a nation of terrorists under the . I absolutely love reverse harem, but all lot of the character
concepts in the story were Overall 5 stars and I will definitely continue reading this series.Love in Reverse, Book
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